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Abstract Successive snow pits were dug intensively in a melting snowcover. Water was successfully separated from snow grains in the field for the first time. By measuring G18O values of
water and snow grain samples as well as comparing isotopic profiles, it is found that meltwater
percolating down in snow develops quick and clear isotopic fractionation with snow grains, but exerts no clear impact on the G18O profile of the snowcover through which the meltwater percolates.
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1

Introduction

Heavy water isotope method is commonly used in climatic reconstructions by interpreting
cores from polar ice sheets, ice caps and glaciers[1,2]. However, it has always been questioned
when applied to cores taken from rather warm sites[3]. The reason is that there is heavy summer
melting at these sites. Summer melting causes not only the absence of surface snow layers of a
snowpack, but also the change of densification rate. More important is that the meltwater, in the
process of percolating down and refreezing, may disturb the isotopic profile of the snowpack and
thus increase the uncertainty of ice core interpretation. Therefore, it is of great importance in environmental reconstructions to study the metamorphosing process of melting snowpack, especially
the isotopic fractionation of oxygen and hydrogen.
A melting snowcover consists of three components: solid ice grains, liquid water and air.
Experiments[4] have shown that, in the water-saturated snow, isotopic ratios (G18O, GD) of ice
grains and water change with time, namely, there are isotopic exchange and fractionation between
them. Nevertheless, a melting snowcover is water-unsaturated. According to our measurements, its
voluminal water content is usually less than 13%. Moreover, its meltwater is always percolating
down, and thus experiences a short time in it. In order to understand its isotopic process, we separated water from ice grains in the field for the first time, and then measured their isotopic ratios of
oxygen (G18O) respectively indoors. This paper is to clarify whether there is perceivable isotopic
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fractionation in the process of water percolating and make clear the isotopic profile evolution of
the snowcover.
2

Methods
The field work was conducted at Snow Melting Research Station of Hokkaido University,

Moshiri (44°23ĄN, 142°17ĄE), in the northern part of Hokkaido, Japan, where the snowcover was
as thick as 180.1cm on February 14 and its recorded lowest temperature was 173ćon February 7,
1998. The snowcover began to melt close to the end of the March. Both the records of snow temperature and the measurements of snow water content showed that the whole snowcover had not
reached the state in which ice grains and water co-existed at a temperature of 0ćuntil March 25,
and the surface layer re-froze in the following most nights. The field work included: ķ Inserting
8 temperature sensors into the snowcover at different heights in the period of dry snow to automatically record the temperature variations in the whole field period. ĸ Digging successive pits
almost everyday in the plain plot of the station, then recording stratigraphic observations, measuring snow temperatures by a portable sensor, sampling snow by a 4×6×7 cm3 sampler with a thickness of 4 cm continuously from the surface to the bottom of pit wall, and taking grain photos of
each sample by using a camera with a magnifying lens for grain size measurements. Ĺ Separating water from snow grains with a hand-driven centrifuge and two cylinder-shaped polythene
boxes which was 9.5cm high and 9cm in diameter of the cross section (Its inner cover was fitted
with a cup-shaped mesh with 6cm in height and 7.9cm in diameter of the upper cross section. The
diameter of the holes of the mesh was 0.6mm. It was proved, both in pre-experiments and field
work, that the device was very effective in separating water even for the snow with grain size less
than 0.5mm, and that sufficient sampling water could be obtained at a time), and then sampling
separated water and snow grains respectively. ĺ Continuously collecting, weighing and sampling the bottom discharge obtained by a 90×90 cm2 lysimeter. Ļ Continuously collecting,
weighing and sampling precipitation. ļ Measuring snow water content at different heights with
a dielectric moisture meter (made by Innsbruck University, Austria). Ľ Collecting meteorological data obtained by an automatic station, including radiation, air temperature, humidity as well as
wind velocity. After the field work, all the samples were transported to the Institute for Hydrospheric-Atmospheric Sciences, Nagoya University, Japan for the measurements of isotopic ratios
of oxygen (G18O) by a MAT-250 spectrometer having an accuracy of ±0.5ă.
3

Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the discharge variations of the snowcover in the whole field period. The
thickness of the snowcover decreased from 122.5 cm on March 25 to 46 cm on April 14. Although
the sampling frequency was not large, it can be seen that, from April 3 to April 15, the daily variation of the discharge is very clear except for raining, and that all the lowest values at nights are
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about 500 ggh1gm2. This indicates that the entire meltwater amount in the daytime had flowed
out of the snowcover before the next morning. According our observations and model calculations[5](refs. [6ü8]), the meltwater before the summit flux of a surface melt curve (ref. [8]) would
flow out of the snowcover in about 2 to 3 hours. For example, on April 7, both the measured net
radiation and the calculated heat flux consumed for surface melting[9] reached their peak values
from 11Ή00 to 13Ή00 (The former accounted for 86%ü97% of the later, which was consistent
with Ishikawa’s data[10].), and the peak discharge values appeared from 13Ή00 to 15Ή00. Since
the sampling work began from surface downward between 10Ή00ü11Ή00, about 2 hours after
the melt beginning, and finished with the bottom sample at about 16Ή00 (15Ή00 in the late period), all the water samples should come from the surface melt of the day. For the period of March
30 to April 2, we can’t see the above daily variation. Since the discharge on March 30 was larger
than 500 ggh1gm2 and it was also large on March 29, the water content of the snowcover was
high at the time of melt beginning on March 30, and thus the water samples of March 30 should
also come from the surface melt of the day. Snow fell on March 31, there was no melting. To April
1, the discharge had become very small and thus the water content of the snowcover was low,
which, along with the light melting (The positive net radiation on April 1 was just 26% of that for
April 7), made the percolating water flow slowly[6] and the discharge become smaller. Although
the melt amount was not small on April 2 (The positive net radiation of the day was 54.8% of that
for April 7), most of it did not flow out of the cover in that day because the water content had been
very small before, thus the flow velocity was still low and much water was kept in the cover.
Therefore, part of the sampling water obtained on April 1 and on April 2 might come from the
meltwater before.

Fig. 1. Discharge variations of the snowcover.

As the solar short wave radiation attenuates very quickly in snow, melt occurs only in several
centimeters of the surface[11]. This was confirmed by the everyday stratigraphic observations. Thus
it should be true that all the meltwater of each day was produced in the surface 10 cm. Then the

G18O value of the first or the second snow grain sample from the surface was the original G18O
value of the downward water samples obtained in the same day. In fact, the stratigraphic records
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show that, although the density of the surface layer differed, the daily melt thickness was not larger than 5 cm in the whole period except April 3 (6.5 cm), April 6 (6.0 cm) and April 8 (5.5 cm).
Considering this and the sampling order in time, it can be safely regarded that all the water samples of each day originated from the uppermost 5 cm, namely, the G18O value of the first snow
grain sample from the surface was the original G18O value of the water samples obtained in the
same day.
Figure 2 presents the isotopic data of the separated snow grain and water samples obtained

Fig. 2. G 18O (‰) profile evolution of the snowcover.
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from March 30 to April 12. It shows: ķ G18O values of the gap water vary from the top to the
bottom in all profiles except one or two (e.g. those in April 11 and April 12) in which the variation
is difficult to judge. ĸ All the G18O values of the gap water, except several ones, are lower than
those of the corresponding snow grain samples, and the difference in lower profiles is larger than
that in upper profiles. Ĺ Two lines are similar in shape, namely, in most profiles, when the G18O
value of snow grains is high, the corresponding value for gap water is also high, and vice versa.
ĺThere is no clear change in the shape of the G18O profile lines for snow grains (comparable
parts) in the whole period. From the above, it can be concluded that meltwater percolating down
in snow develops quick (According to the model calculations, the time interval is less than 10
minutes for the interstitial water passing through an average sampling thickness of 5 cm.) and
clear isotopic fractionation (The fractionation factor for G18O is 1.0028 in a ice-water system[12]),
but exerts no clear impact on the G18O profile of the snow layers through which the meltwater
percolates.
Figure 3 is a comparison of the discharge with the surface snow grains on the variations of
the G18O values. The surface snow grains refer to the surface-most sample of each day. In addition,
four times’ rain data were added. From the figure, It can be found that the G18O values for the
snow grains and rain are larger than those for the discharge as a whole with the former having
large variations and the latter not. The especially noticeable is the heavy raining (25463.46 ggm2)
in the morning (about 0Ή00ü8Ή00) of April 13. The difference of the two values reaches to 5‰
ü7ă. These further reveal the rapid isotopic fractionation between gap water and snow grains.

Fig. 3. G18O variations of the discharge and surface snow grains.

Additionally, compared with others, the G18O profiles of April 1 and April 2 show no clear
difference.
The isotopic fractionation, between percolating water and snow grains, would certainly lead
to less isotopic difference among snow layers. Nevertheless the above profile comparisons among
different dates show no clear change. This can only be explained by saying that the site differences
among the snow pits are larger than those from the isotopic fractionation. Since the field work was
conducted in a large plain plot and the distance between two successive pits was usually less than
one meter, the site differences should be very small.
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Conclusion
Meltwater percolating down in snow develops quick and clear isotopic fractionation with

snow grains, but exerts no clear impact on the G18O profile of the snowcover through which the
meltwater percolates.
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